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CM 02/03Like the previous, Football Manager 2000, this game was released on both Windows
and Mac OS X. The game also has the manager edition of the Championship Manager series.

It is, possibly, the most ambitious title of the Championship Manager series. CM 03/04 has the
best graphics and animations, particularly in the managers' diary, but it is also the biggest

game in terms of size and, therefore, it is the only one of the three games in which you could
miss out on content. That content is particularly important, because - like its predecessors -
CM 03/04 is an attempt to simulate every move the player makes on the field, in terms of
tactics, and by extension, the overall result. There's a sense of satisfaction in knowing that

you have got it right. The game also tries to simulate what the media thinks about the game
and about the players. Like Football Manager 2003, you have access to, say, 10 years worth
of match commentary and press reports. Whether you take them into account or not is up to

you. CM 03/04 - Patches 4.1.4This is the fourth of the patches for Championship Manager.
This patch brings the changes made in the patches starting with 4.1.3 with patches of 3.0

included. You have the same options as above but with the new patch, you'll be able to take
advantage of the following changes: - Fixed some problems with player names in some

situations caused by editor or manager names inconsistency - Fixed bug that caused heavy
CPU utilisation under high resolution and low performance settings - Fixed bug in which

foreign teams had a different number of managers than British ones in tournaments - Fixed
bug that caused foreign teams to have a different number of managers than British ones in
friendly matches - Fixed bug that caused games to lose to venues - Increased the transfer

market cost of a player to £5million in the new championship - Introduced new "International
Players" category for all countries in the new championship. Note that only the major

European leagues are included in this category at present. - Added ability to edit the current
season in the statistics screen - Fixed bug that caused the actual total of each player's

statistics to be recalculated whenever a transfer is made - Fixed bug that prevented the
"Restricted Players" message from appearing in certain situations - Changed the transfer

market rules so that if a player's contract is up in the current season, he can only be sold to a
British club. - Added a new button on the "Managers" screen that allows you to view your

managerial statistics for the current season - Added option to control the speed of the
transfer market process in the "Game Options" screen - Added "Squad Selection" and "Player
Transactions" tabs to the statistics screen - Added "Stadium Changes" and "Kit Changes" tabs

to the statistics screen - Added performance level stats for each stadium, based on league
position. If you have set the default performance level to "normal", the Stadium performance

stats will be calculated automatically. 5ec8ef588b
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